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State government remains the chief source of funding
for higher education, and nothing on the horizon

would appear to change that observation for the future.
The public institutions rely most heavily on the
state for fund,-; the community colleges do so.to a lesser
but increasing extent, and the private institutions, carrel-41y
subsidized by the state through tax exemptions and student
tuition grants, seek more state largesse in the future. Con-
currently, the state is ocinfronted with serious policy issues
relating to support or r43;earch, public services, and adult
education, to falling enrollments in 'some public institu-
tions, to the probable closure of some priva,ie liberal arts
colleges and perhaps.fsome public ones, to the continuing
oversupply of doctoral graduates, to competition with the
collegiate sector of new forms and new institutions offering
postsecondary education, and to a host of issueNrclating
to finance in a period of high inflation and severe recession.

Necessity of Miami, AcconattioAtion

The well-being of many institutions and the very sur-
vival of some rely on the mutual accommodation of the
particular college or universitywith the state government.
In some states this relationship is that of a single institution
dealing with governmental agencies. in other states the
institution must lirst find its place within a system of col-
leges or university branches, and in many states these sys-
tems of institutions must relate to other systems through
mechanisms and plans of a state coordinating board. What-
ever the particular arrangement, the individual college or
universitypublie or privatemust take- the initiative in

,1 defining its future mission and capabilities, or some state
agency ,.is likely to do stt The private sector is included

N because, as the privates increasingly receive public fUnds
directly through grants or indirectly through students, the

.% institutions become public de facto, and will be treated as
such by state executive and legislative agencies. The his-
tory of state government supports this view.
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With rare exceptions, institutional definitions of function
and programs for the future will be reviewed, second-.
guessed, and Modified by one or more agencies of the
state in which it is located. The social and political en-
vironment for resolving institution -state 'issues. is very
complex and very different from that during the great
expansion peed of ten .years ago. institutional officers
and research staffs must comprehend these environmental
complexities and gear their data bases, information sys-
tems, and planning efforts to this context if they axe to
have .a substantial rots in determining their own fates.
Presidents in particular must;-,e. helped to understand such
external factors as demographic trends, vital statistics, stu-
dent dembnds, and job-market trends, as well, as certain
internal factors that are discussed later in this paper.

Many institutional officers appear. to be unaware of the
vast changes taking place in structarc and power relation-
ships among agencies dealing with higher educational
matters, with the competitive challenges of new institutions
and new modes of instruction, or with the form and con-
tent that institutional plans must have in 'order to adjust
in a ppsitive and aggressive way to the emerging new
world of postsecondary education.

The least understood aspect of this new world may be
the fundamental shifts in power relationships'among stale
ageneics as they deal with budgeting, planning, and co-
ordination of institutions of higher educationt The social
context for establishing new institutions or new roles for
existing institutions in the l960s was one of 'almost un-
bridled expansion and optimism. Eprollments, funds, and
buildings all grew massively; and each senior institution,
new or old, seemed fo aspire toward status as a graduate
research institution, Juniortolleges proliferated to become
community colleges; lesome cases, they became senior
colleges.

State governmentszcspondcd to the growing complexity
and problems -of expansion by creating a variety of co-
ordinating and planning boards or councils. These new

a
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agencies and institutions operated in a political context of .'
relative simplicity. Most governors' budget offices had
small staffs and rarely a specialist for higher education.
In state legislatures, a political assistant might sometimes
be found, but professional staffs were virtually nonexistent.

The wellbeing of many institutions and the very
survival of some rely on the mutual accommoda-
tion of the particular college or university with.the
State goyeinment.

. .

Coordinating boards thus entered a near vacuum with
tlfeir sirs of professional specialists in planning; budget-
ing, a program development. Such agencies were in an
ideal position to create a favorable record of accomplish-
ment, for both the governor and legislature relied increag-
ingly on the:coordinating board for planning and initiating
policy. By the late 1960s most such agencies had com-
pleted one or more planning cycles, and the plansalmost
without exceptionanticipated unending increases in the
number of young pepple and the proportion of high school
graduates who would attend colleges or universities.

Today institutions and coordinating agencies face a very
different political and operational, environment'. By 1970
the staffs of many governors' budget offices were expanded
to include professional specialists for higher education.
These analysts reviewed the budget and programming
work of both the institutions and the statewide boards. The
executive budget became the instrument which largely
determined the allocation of funds among state services
and among public institutions of higher educatiori. Ai ft

'funding constrictions and unexpected enrolIment drops
occurred, many coordinating staffs moved toward closer
association with the increasingly powerful governor, and
away from the legislature and the institutions.

I Concurrently, many legislatures began to combat ac-.
tively the continuing accretion of gubernatorial power.
They, too, hired professional staff for research units and
for the appropriations and finance committees. In the last
fotir years the growth of these legislative staffs has, been
very great. Specialized staffs equal to those of the gov-
ernors are not uncommon. Economists, political scien-
tists, accountants, and managers now aid legislators in
dealing with the operating agencies of government. More-
over, more legislatures than governors have .established
new program review-and-performance, audit agencies or
have added that function to an existing office. It is not
uncommon for a public college or university budget re-
quest to be reviewed seriatim by the state coordinating
board, the executive budget office, and from one to four
different legislative committee staffs. After appropriation,
expenditures may be pre-audited and after expenditure

l L. A. Glenny, et al. Coordinating Higher Education For the
70s. (Berkeley, Ca,: CentEr for Reseafth and Development in
Higher Echteatiol, University of California 1971). i
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both a fiscal and program audit may ensue. 'Colleges and
universities increasingly exhaust their planning and man-.
agemern resources in responding to the plethora of execu-
tive and legislative staftrequests. Little time remains for
educational program planning or operational' developments
which legislators and governors .want desperately and
which, if institutiolii.'..are to survive in the next twenty
years, must take place. .

The environmental context is further complicated- for
institutions by federally-initiated programs for buildings,
continuing education, instructional equipment, and student
aid, along with the accompanying regulations for'dealing

RWith affirmative action for women and minorities. Rather
than assign administration of these programs to existing
c'oordinating or statewide governing boards, the states -
often have created new agencies.

Primarily because of this proliferation of state agencies
the federal government.sought to create a sill& compre-
hensive planning agency in each state by means of the
Education Amendments of 1972. These so-called "1202
commissions" (identified by the number of the section in
the law) were to involve all of postse6ndary education in.'
planning and in commission membershippublic, private,
proprietary, and vocational - technical institutions. A...few
states took advantage of this opportunity to unify the
separate boards of the federal programs, while others -,
awarded the 1202 functions to the existing coordinating
board. However, some fifteen states created still another
new agency. The 'unfortunate result of these developments
has been:to increase the ambiguities for responsibility for
states planning and operations. Institutions must deal with
an array 'of, state boartis and commissions for segments
and systems of higher education, as well as with cpanding
executive and legislative staffs. While all of these may not
have budget functions, most of them do.

!-

Less Money Awarded to instiintions : .

Further, federal funding patterns emerging during the
last five years award less money directly to institutions and
more to students through grants and work-study programs.,
The federal policy of aiding students through the institu-
tion has led the government into an extremely complicated
set of administrative arrangements With the colleges and
universities as it attempts to achieve federal objectives
rather than the more parochial objectives of the institu-
tions. Also, it is not 'clear vihether state and institution
budget planners have considered the ogerational, con-
sequences of federal students aid' programs, much' less
recognized them as integral td effective financing: Yet if
the thrust of federal. fundinte4ntinues toward student aid
as .appears destined, these prbgrams .require integration
opetationally with similar state aid programs and with
state financing and institutional budgeting..

Thesenew complexities of the political and organizge
dorm' environment for institutions require different data

Y"
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and infekmation bases as well ,ak new perspectives on the
decision-making processt 11Bitt lirobably more important

. for societal welfare and idstitutional survival is the resolu-
tion of the confrontation between the new forms, modes,
and types of agencies for offering postsecondary education
on the one hand, and the institutions of higher education,
both new and old, facing drastically changing. enrollments
on the other. Thp optimization of resources for higher
education is already impaired by lack of knowledge of the
scope and form of postsecondary .education, and lack of

' consensus on planning strategiesor even on the need for
planning.

Downturn in Enrollments Noted

The recent downturns in enrollments.are attributable to
a reduction in percent of high school who attend
college, Census Bureau date show that nationally we have
already returned to the college-going rate of 1,962about
47 percent of high school graduates and 31 percent of the
age group of 18- to 21-year-olds. Yet while the -college
attendance rates have gone down, the number of 18- to
21-year-oldsthe traditional college group,his in-
creased by a million'in the last three years. The number
will increase by another million to about 17.1 Million in
1980 and thereafter drop rapidly. By 1984 there will be
only 16 million--the sameas fall 1973and by 1992 the
number should be only 13.'7 million, the same as the mid-
1960s. There will bc a 21.6 percent drop in the number of
17- to 21-year-olds between 1980ind 1993:

Thus the decline in college-going 'rates indicates the
competitive reality of new institutional forms and means
of offering education. Students turn from college or uni.4

. versity to look elsewhere for education and for.woik. Dis-
locations in enrollment now affect very unevenly the
various states and different types of institutions within a
statc. Some continue to gain enrollinents while others
suffer substantial losses; and so it will be in. the future, at
least until 1993.3 Therefore it is unwise to consider cur-
rent dislocations as temporary.

Enr011ment fluctuations among types of institutions are
severe, but within institutions ,similar fluctuations take
place among the disciplines, requiring a substantial redid')

4ribution of resources. The Census Bureau" reports cliat in
the six years from 1966 to 1972 the biological, heal, and
soul sciences, together with business allt commerce, -in-
creased from 30 to, 38 percent. Conversely, engineering

2 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Charac-
teristics of American Youth 1974 (Washington, D.C.: Current
POpulation Reports, Series P-23, No. 51*. 197S, p. 9.)

See author's article. "Nine Myths, Nine -Realities: The Illusions
of Steady* State," Change Magazine, December-January 1974-75,
for delineation of the uneven impact of enrollments and funding
on various types of institutions. states, and regions.

4 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Charac-
teristics of American Youth 1974 (Washington, D.C. Current
Population Reports, Series 9-23,.No. 541, February 1975.)

and the physical and earth sciences were down more Than
30.percent and education.by 10 percent.. The data show
that shifts within institutions may be oven greater _than
these national averages, causing administrators and facul-
tiesties, grave problems in obtaining pew professors for the
expanding fields, while decreatinglaculty (some 'tenured)
in other fieldsthis in an institution that may be steadily

-4 losing total enrollment, thus eroding its funding base. In a
study of state general revenue appropriations for higher

education, the 'Center at Berkeley found' that two-year
colleges were keeping well ahead of inflation, statcolliges.
a little ahead, and state universities were*falling- behind in
number of dollars, appropriated per FTE student." That
fact heavily influences the amount Of flexibility and budget
slack for some public institutions to respond creatively to
the new conditions. -

In the same Center study, we find tentatively that re-
gardless of the purposes for which higher education funds
are directedwhether for new medical schools, (Or aid to
private colleges, for'state scholarship and grant programs,
or for state college budgetsthe. total proportion of the
budget going to higher.edueadondoes not increase. When
funds are given directly as grants or indirectly through
studsnts to the private institutions, the money in effect
comes from that traditionally alloted to the public institu-
tions. An updating of this study should either verify or
invalidate thiS finding.

The, federal. policy of aiding students throligli the
institution has led the government into ab ex-
tremely complicated set of administrative arrange-
ments with the colleges and universities. as it

to achieve federal objectivei rattle( Awn
the more. arochial objectives of the institutions.'

Another. finding of the state budgeting study was that
higher education has reached a new low in terms of priority
among state services. This. has been further confirmed 'by
R.. T. Soderberg" of the California department of finance .

who surveyed the ten western state budget, directors and
found that higher, education had very low iriorityoavell
below elementary and secondary education.

Given this greatly changed climate of opinion and atti-
tude toward higher education' and the structural and
political context within which it seeks support, what are
institutions and coordinating agenciei doing or intending....
to do for institutional welfare? At the state level, Center
studies show' relatively little long-range planning taking
place. With few exceptions among the states, planners are
not engaged in conceiving new initiatives in programming,

2 L. A. Glenny and J. Kidder, Trends in State Funding in Higher
Education. (Denver, Co.: Educational Commission of the States,.
Report No. 33, January 1973, p. 8.)

46 R. T. Soderberg, 'Responses .to Survey of Slate Budget Nota-
bles." (Sacramentb, Ca.: Audits-Division, California-State Depart-
ment of Finance, September 1974.)

. . 1
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in setting s'ystent'goali. in reviewing or redefining institu-
tional mil,iions.`or itrestablishing other parameters for the ,
development of individual .eampuses within a system of
public and private institutions. Certainly, few pi), much
attention, to other postsecondary forms or agencies, much
less take theilt specifically into account in their planning.

Lack's Focus Causereotwerss

We also find legislators and governors much concerned
over the lack of direction or focus jr. higher education. It
is not %uggestcd that there is utter chaos at the state kvel,
but actions taken thus far fall far short of political expecta-

stions and, given theitOnditions and trends already known,
short.of requirements to meet the new realities. If state-
level iiighir education agencies appear naive and incapable .

of grasping the significance bf the changes for higher edit-
caticT in the postsenondary world; how' do institutional -
leaders deal with the -issues and the intensely eofpctitive
relationships arising from this context? The answer is very
much like that of the state-level people. In a surveyf4f
2,500 college sand university presidents condtteted by the
Center for the Carnegie Council for Polity Studies in
Higher Eduetion7 on how institutions -were responding
and planning to respond to leveling enrollments and fund-
ing patterns, there were a Variety of interesting, unex-
pected, and incongruous responses.

The survey revealed that 63 percent of the presidents
reported headcount enrollment increases of 10 percent or
More in the last five years, and 46 percent expected to
-have that much of an increase in the'next five years. How-
ever, whereas 161/2 percent had decreases of '10 percent
or more in enrctliment in the last five years. only 41/2 per-
cent expect that much decrease in the next five years.

Only 6 percent- of the presidents indicated a decrease
of 10 percent or more in real dollars per FTE student in
the last five years, and only 4 percent estimated that much
reduction in the funtre..AspreviOusiy noted; he Center
study on state general revenue shows a quite different-pic-
lure. Private institutions obtain atom 30 to 40 percent
of their funds- from sources which relate little to enroll-
ment and thus have kept up better in real-dollar terms per
student than have the publics. Also, some private inititu-

- lions, especially the liberal arts colleges, have experienced
enrollment reductions but notcomparable losses of ty-
enue; hence their real dollars per student increased.

The survey revealed that the presidents expect relatiyely
little change in funding patterns to 1980 compared to the
recent past. Seventy percent of all presidents still expect
increases from state government but are much less optimis-
tic about the federal government. On the other hand, they
are optimistic about private donations as otiposeckyo gov-
ernment sources.

7 L. A. Gienny, et al, Presidentsacattfront Reality: From Edifice
Complex to University Without Walls. (San Francisco, Ca.: Jossey-
Bass, in-press.)

Professional Filial

M an aid in assessing trends for the types of students
who Would be recruited, the presidents, were asked to in-
dicate the extensiveness of their efforts to recruit among
nine classes of students. As one might expect, the largest
.singir-percentage figure in either time period is toward
recruitment of traditional students. But whereas only 5
percent more will recruit extensively for these _28 percent
more will do so for adults over 22, 26 percent more for
eving students, 22 percent more foloff-campus students,
20 percent more for early' admittees from chool, 19
percent more for transfer students, and <1 elven' more
for previous dropouts. Clearly, the emphasis is on the
adult student and those attendiitg at times and places dif-
ferent from those of the traditional on-campus student.

For undergraduate and graduate levels, the pretidents
far less optimistic' about* the number of new programs...

r than they were in the past. Almost a quarter fewer presi-
dents estimate increases. On the other hand, 11 percent
more presidents expect to increase the number of program§
for extension, evening, and continuing education students.

Presidents Reveal Oplingism

All our data show that higher education was truly ex-
pansionist in the recent past and, while The percentage of
presidents reporting further increases by 1980 is some-
what less on most items, a definite sense of optimism per-
vades their attitudes toward the future. Even those who
have already, suffered enrollment and funding losses esti-if
mate the future with sanguinity. The administrators are
sufficiently satisfied with their recent tactics and strategies
for recruiting new clientele, adbpting new programs, and
meeting staffing needs, to repoit no major changes in activ-
ities beyond those already underway in 1974. Adjustment, -

if any, will be more of the. same. By doing the same they
expect conditions to be better, and certainly no worse than
at present.

Given the public arta political attitudei about 'higher
education .and the, gjtat changes occurring in the types
and kinds of institutions and agencies engaged in post-
secondary educatiofl, the-ekpectations of preOdents often
seem unrealistic. ;While it been my impression, that
state_pianners afid coordinators ure perhaps more aware
of those chanted attitudes and conditions, they, like the
presidents, also tend to stick with the status quol So far,
few have rockted the boat of complacency until a Onnine*

b is
.
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crisis arises from real budget cuts by governors or a dras-
tic drop in enrollment occurs.

Searching Oleo loges Are ARked

The dictates of .Governor Lucey of Wisconsin to the
state university system, when he fequested the state board
of regents to draft a plan for phasing out or consolidating
state institutions and programs, are likely to come within
the next few .years komost state systems in the nation.
Currently, other governors as well as legislators arc asking
(wet' more searching questions about the role of institutions
Of higher education.

Higher education is unquestionably very important to
the 'state for improving the quality of life and the economic
welfare of its citizens = an importance which will increase
rather than decrease in the future. However, if the college-
going rate is an indicator, what higher- education now
offers probably meets the needs of only a minority of either
youth or adults, The new emphasis on postsecondary edu-
cation reflects this fact. Industrial, military and govern-
mental Alining agencies proprietary institutions, and a
host alchurches, social organizatiorfs, and labor unions
now extend opportunities highly underestimated in their
number and omnipresence and underrated for their edu-
cational contributions. These are the institutions which
predominately compose the postsecondary world. The
Commission on Noptraclitional Study' reported that more,
than 32 million persons engage in such education far
more than the 8 to 9 million degreeenrollment in col-
leges and univ.ersilies. The trends as currently perceived
indicate that institutions of .higher-education Vvill.enroll an
ever-diminist 'ruAyroportion of the total pool of persons
who seek education beyond the high school."

The changing institutional patterns frit- offering training
and education are paralleled by rth equally broad array of
new means of delivery such as audio and video tape cas-
settes, closed and open circuit TV, and independent study.
The potential of these means of delivery by agencies other
than colleges has as yet barely been tapped.

Institutions of higher education have made some ag-
gressive moves to compete in this,new environment. Col-
lees and universities give credit for previous experience,
forparticipalion in social action, for a year abroad, and for
Other activities historically foreign to higher education.
However, few of these build up campus enrollments or
credit hours for budget-generating purposes.

As enrollments drop'or level off. staff members of col-
leges and universities seek new constituencies to servepri-
marily adults fromall walks of life as. well as low-income
stud,entsPrivate colleges make contracts with industries

* Commission on Nontraditional Study. Divq.sity by Design,
Samuel 13. Gould, chairman. (San Francisco, Ca., and London:

' Jossey13ass, 1973.)
0S. Moses, "Notes on the Learning Force: Notes on The Future

of Education." (Syracuse, N.Y..: Syracuse University publication,
February 1970, p. 7.)
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for adult education and also engage in extension activities
formerly the sole province of the large metropolitan private
universities. State °lieges, badly .affected by *enrollment
slippage, offered littl extension *work in the pat butliow,
do so through off -camp s centers, late evening and week-

f end classes, and correspo ence courses many of which
have recently been relabele for residence credit.

The greateit uncertainly, give these new thrusts toward
attracting the adult student, is k wledge of the exact size
of the adult education pool. Some nrollment projections
For higher education assume that a its will more than .

make up for any enrollment losses of y ng people. Other
scholars, and this author, are not convin d that the rate
of growth of adults in colleges and universiti kwill increase
more than the overall population. Rathbr, 'tte options
available to adults for other types of postseconZ4ry insti-
tutions are likely to be chosen. Nevertheless, non,y four-
year institutions, bath public and private, that have never
catered previously ,to adults now actively recruit the A
few will be successful; others will waste resources in
market which does hot materialize. \
Ad aggressive, realistic planning mode is the best
defense against impkition from without of roles
and programs for an individual institution.

If adults are successfully recruited to make up for en-
rollment declines among young people in public institu-
tions, the stale must dkide who is to pay the cost. In the
past, most direct costs of extension and off-campus courses
were paid by the student; now, by giving resident credit
for such work, many state institutions bring these enroll-
merits within slate-funding formulas for regular daytime
students. Few stales have faced this issue directly, but the
recession and inflation are causing more and more states
to decide on financing responsibilities for adults. .

Importantly, the new instructional forms and modes
are not minor adjustments in education: They have rev-
olutionary import and should be at the heart of institu-
tional planning. Robert Nisbet"' hag' callca for reassess-
ment of institutional missions and goals in the face of such
change: He prctiicts that most colleges anti universities will
become

and

parochial, meeting local and regional in-
terests and needs rather than national ones.

Governors and legislatok seem to be more acutely
aware than educators that the climate and environment for
postsecondary education is in a Volatile state of flux. They
want the state-level agencies and the institutions to take a
more -studied and aggressive stand on how and in what
dimensions each campus will fit into the new spectrum of
agencies and modes of education.

State pressures for better and more comprehensive long-
range planning undoubtedly are going to come from the
-

t° Robert Nisbet, "The Menne of Academid Nationalism,"
Change Magazine, Summer 1974, p. 26.
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politicians and will be directed at the state_ coordinatiag
and planning boards. Individual institutions will be caught
in the intricate web of committees, task forces, and special
teams which large-scale planning efforts at the slate level
entail. Very few presidents will have well-thought-out ideas
about the 'future roles and functions that their institutions
can perform optimally within the competitive postsecondh
ary.environment, and fewer still will have actual plans to
achieve their objectives. Thus, most institutions and cam-
ipuses will be vulnerable to the point of helplessness to

- ideas and designs imposed on them by outside forces and
agencies.

An aggressive, realistic planning mode is the best de-
fcnse against imposition from. without of roles and-pro-
grams for an individual institution. The stance requires
new perspectives on the institutional role in the wide
spectrum of postsecondary institutions and also new data
bases for providing more meaningful assessments of in-
ternal operations and of faculty and ,student trends that
bear on policy issues.

Policy and planning purposes require assessment from
many new or expanded data sources, with the results pro-
vided in a format. easily 5nd.quickly understood by policy-

. makers on campus and off. Elaborate costing studies can
-bemuch more easily boiled down by using Gulko's Cost
Information and Reporting System's than by the more
elaborate and detailed reports produced by NCHEMS or
CAMPUS': models. Models for management of faculty,
such as that developed-by Hopkins at Stanford,l3..and
those of Balderston" on internal resource control, care not

-0 W. W. Gulko. G. iteatty, Ir., 4ind 13. S. Sheehan. "The 1nstruc-,
6°310 Cost inde: A Simplift:d Approaci) to InterinstitutionarCost
Comparisons." (Denver. Co.: Paper presented at the ninth annual "
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_elaborate or complicated but can effectively comprehehd
an extremely complex set' of variables and yet be quiclily
grasped by college administrators.

Strong Pions invite Support
Institutional research staffs and policy analysis groups

can contribute substantially to the well-being of an institu-
tion by aggressively pursuing with state agencies objectives
and goals backed by .data-based realism and imaginative
analysis: State plans can then support strong institutional
plans rather than initiate models and procedures for-im-
posing state-conceived priorities. An institutional planning
vacuum invites state intervention and domination, whether
through a state plan or ad hoc decisions. A well-thought-
out plan based on realistic assessment of an institution's
strengths and potential invites state suppoft and coopera-
tion rather than control. At a minimum, institutional staff
ought to know more about its students, faculty, programs,
operations-, and plans than do the state agencies a con-
dition often unverified by current research.

The future is not bleak for institutions and staffs- that
recognize the trends and take appropriate actions either to
Change a trend or to respond to its demands in meaningful
ways. Biit analyses, plans, and action must be bywords If
success is to be assured.

Professional File is a series of occasional papers published by
NACUBO on subjects related to the management 01 and account-
ing for financial 'and physical aresources in higher education. The
treatment may range Irons the conceptual to the practical. Views
evpresed are those of the authors; publication does not signify
acceptance or endorsement by NACUDO.

This new Professional File series (beginning w h Volume -Ai. Num-
ber 1) includes papers that, prior to May 19 5, would hare been
published by NACU80 in either the Studi s in Management or
previous Professional File series. Additiona copies up to ten are
available on request. Larger orders are avt ',able at a price based
on 15e per.Fopy.
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